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TruValue Labs’ Pulse, Insight,
and ESG Momentum Scores
Each day TruValue Labs scans tens of thousands of
unstructured data sources on the Internet and composes a
score for each of the SASB factors for over 8,000 companies.
The Insight score is a moving average of the faster-moving,
event- based Pulse score, designed for investment use.
The ESG Momentum score is the relative ranking of the change
in the Insight score over the past 12 months.

Portfolio Construction Methodology
Portfolio constituents are drawn from an underlying benchmark
of Russell 1000 stocks, based on monthly composition of that
benchmark at the time. The TVL Volume portfolio shows that
companies with significant “buzz” around TVL factors tend to
outperform their benchmark. This Volume portfolio includes
the top 50% of Russell 1000 stocks according to volume of
stories tagged with any of the TruValue Labs SASB categories.
The Insight portfolio begins with the Volume portfolio then
excludes the bottom 1/6 of companies with the lowest SASB
Insight scores overall. The ESG Momentum portfolio begins with

The figure below shows the ramp-up of value over time for each
portfolio. In both figures the TVL portfolios are compared to the
Russell 1000 index (both cap-weighted and equal-weighted) as
well as to two well-known ESG funds based on traditional ESG
data.
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Potential Use as “Smart Beta” Factors
The TruValue Labs SASB Insight and ESG Momentum scores
provide a way to quantify many factors missed by traditional
quantitative analyses. Backtesting shows that the TruValue
Labs factors perform toward the better side of many traditional
quant factors and are additive to a multi-factor investment
approach.

About TruValue Labs
TruValue Labs is the first company to apply artificial intelligence (AI) to uncover timely Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) data on a variety of asset classes. The
company’s mission is to deliver increased transparency to investment professionals by providing data and analytics that go beyond traditional fundamentals. The flagship
product, Insight360TM, delivers timely and investable insights by revealing intangible value and risk factors from unstructured data. Visit www.insight360.io to learn more
about the SaaS and API products.
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